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Resumen: La figura de Julius de Akfahs como biógrafo de mártires y el papel clave 
desempeñado por Samuel de Kalamūn en el monasticismo egipcio del siglo VII 
son de enorme importancia. Con el objetivo de valorar cómo evolucionó la 
veneración tributada a ambos ofrecemos todos los textos litúrgicos relacionados 
con ellos acompañados de comentarios a los mismos. 
 
Abstract: The figure of Julius of Akfahs as a biographer of the martyrs, as well as the 
key role played by Samuel of Kalamun in seventh-century Egyptian monasticism 
are of great importance. In order to evaluate the evolution of the veneration 
accorded to both we provide all the relevant liturgical texts, along with 
commentaries on them. 
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I. Samuel of Kalamūn 
Samuel of Kalamūn is one of the most important figures of Egyptian 
Monasticism in the sixth/seventh centuries. However, there are only a few 
studies dedicated to this important figure.1 
Samuel is not only recognized as founder of the Monastery of Kalamūn 
but also as an opponent to the Council of Chalcedon and the monothelism of 
Cyrus. In a previous study2 I have highlighted the role played by this 
Monastery in the fifteenth century for the translation of relics. The Monastery 
was abandoned at the end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth 
century, long before the monastic revival occurred by the end of the 
nineteenth century.3 In the present article I shall discuss the Coptic liturgical 
texts relating to Samuel of Kalamūn. It is important to note that Liturgy 
reflects the situation of the Church, hence, the liturgical texts relating to 
Samuel of Kalamūn were written before the destruction of his Monastery, 
that is, before the fifteenth century or earlier.4 
 
1. Doxology I and the manuscript BnF Copte 34 
This doxology occurs in the three manuscripts described by Yassa Abd al-
Masih5 and the manuscript Copte 34 from the Bibliothèque Nationale of 
France6. 
The Paris codex (“volume en 402 feuillets, le feuillet 351 est blanc, juin 
1889”) is made up of several manuscripts bound together, written by more 
                                                 
1
  A. ALCOCK, “Samu,il of Qalamun, Saint”, in CE 7 (1991), pp. 2092-2093; R.-G. COQUIN, M. 
MARTIN, S.J.P. GROSSMANN, “Dayr Anba Samu,il of Qalamun”, in CE 3 (1991), pp. 758-
760. 
2
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “The Monastery of Qalamun during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries”, in Gawdat GABRA (ed.), Christianity and Monasticism in the Fayoum Oasis. 
Essays from the 2004 International Symposium of the Saint Mark Foundation and the Saint 
Shenouda the Archimandrite Coptic Society in Honor of Martin Krause (Cairo – New York: 
Saint Mark Foundation, the American University in Cairo Press, 2005), pp. 91-102. 
3
  O. MEINARDUS, Monks and Monasteries of the Egyptian Deserts (Cairo: The American 
University in Cairo, 2002), p. 149. 
4
  Cf. the two hymns commemorating the monks (see Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, 
“Contribution of a Coptic liturgical text to the history of the Egyptian monasticism”, BSAC 
41 [2002], pp. 71-76). 
5
  Yassa ‘ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church”, BSAC 8 (1942), p. 57. 
6
  L. DELAPORTE, Catalogue sommaire des manuscripts coptes de la Bibliothèque Nationale de 
Paris. Première partie. Manuscrits Bohaïriques (Paris, 1912), pp. 72-73, number 87. 
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than four hands. The contents of the codex are disparate, such as the 
Psalmodia, the Turuhat, the Rite of the Genuflection, hymns, the Rite of 
Marriage, the Apocalypse, Canons for the Monks, and so on.  
Some texts are written only in Coptic while others are written only in 
Arabic; sometimes we have a Coptic text followed by a translation. 
The pagination is in Coptic cursive letter on the recto of the page starting 
from fol. 3, and there are two further modern paginations. 
Some of the psalis are attributed to Nicodemus,7 which indicates that 
some parts of the manuscript were written in the seventeenth/eighteenth 
centuries; furthermore, there is a colophon saying that part of the manuscript 
was copied in the early seventeenth century. 
The following colophon occurs in fol. 342v: 
 
 ﻞﻤﻛﻭ ﰎﺲﳌﺎﻏﻮﺑﻻﺍﺍﺮﻘﻟﺍﻭ ﺔﻴﻨﲤﻮﳌﺍ ﲔﻧﺍﻮﻗ ﻦﻣ ﻊﺳﺎﺘﻟﺍ ﻥﻮﻧﺎﻘﻟﺍﻭ ﺔﺳﺪﻘﳌﺍ  
 ﺍﺪﻬﺸﻠﻟ ﻥﺎﻛﻭ ﱃﺎﻌﺗ ﷲﺍ ﻥﻮﻌﺑ ﺓﺍﺭﻮﺘﻟﺍ ﻦﻣ ﲔﻳﺍﻮﻟﺍ ﺮﻔﺳ ﻦﻣ ﺔﻴﺷﺎﳊﺍﻭ
ﺭﺍﺮﺑﻻﺍ ﺕﺪﻌﺴﻟﺍ ﺭﺎﻬﻃﻻﺍﲔﻣﺍ ﺎﻨﻌﻣ ﻢﺍﻮﻠﺻ ﺔﻛﺮﺑ  ATK+   ﻦﻣ ﻍﺍﺮﻔﻟﺍ
ﺔﻨﺳ ﻙﺭﺎﺒﳌﺍ ﺕﻮﺗ ﺮﻬﺷ ﺮﺷﺎﻋ ﻙﺭﺎﺒﳌﺍ ﺲﻴﻤﳋﺍ ﻡﻮﻳ ﻚﻟﺫ  
 
“The Apocalypse and the ninth canon of the mutamanian8 
Canons as well as the reading and the margin of the book of the 
Leviticus from the Pentateuch have been completed and finished 
by the help of the High God, on the blessed Thursday, the 10th 
day of the month Babah in the year 1326 EM (=1610 AM) of the 
pure, joyous, righteous martyrs; let the blessing of their prayers 
be with us. Amen.” 
 
                                                 
7
  Cf. Youhanna  Nessim YOUSSEF, “Nicodème auteur des psalies”, OCP 60 (1994), pp. 625-
633. 
8
  Concerning al-Mu,tamn ibn al-‘Assāl, Coptic author, cf. G. GRAF, GCAL, II, pp. 407-414; 
Khalil Samir KHALIL, Al-Sāfī Ibn al-‘Assāl. Brefs chapîtres sur la Trinité et l’Incarnation, 
col. «Patrologia Orientalis» 42 [N 192] (Paris, 1985), pp. 621[9]-648-[36]. 
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Our text is in fol. 115v. 
 
1.1. Text and Translation 
 
• IHS pXS péhri `mf< etsmarvoyt ;en oymeumhi aw< 
`noyxarisma `nabba samoyhl nem oynié< `mparrhsia 
• awtalqo `noyon niben etévni awàioyi `nnidemvn 
ebol àiten pifvré ebol `nte newèiè naàraw mf< 
piagauos 
• ew<sbv nrvmi niben nsekotoy `nseermetanoin 
nseqi mpixv ebol nte noynobi àiten f< pimairvmi 
• tvbà mpQS eàrhi paQS nivt ndikeos abba samoyhl 
piomologiths ntew 
 
• Jesus Christ the truly blessed Son of God gave Charisma 
to our father Abba Samuel and great favour9 
• He healed all the sick (people) and he cast the devil out 
by the spreading out of arms before the Good God 
• Teaching everyone to return and to repent so they might 
receive forgiveness of their sins from God, who is the 
lover of mankind 
• Pray for us, my righteous lord, father Abba Samuel the 
Confessor, that He...  
 
1.2. Commentary 
Even if the manuscript is quite late, it contains several important features. If 
the doxology of Elijah the Prophet was written before the destruction of the 
Monastery of Elijah in Scetis,10 we may assume that there was also a reason 
for the composition of the doxology of Samuel.  
The first stanza resembles the conclusion of the Life of Samuel: 
 
• v oyhr ne nexarisma ntayévpe ebolàitootw 
mppetoyaab apa samoyhl: alhuvs a peneivt 
ndikaios qnoynoq mparrhsia naàrM pnoyte nWkv 
nan ebol nnennobi 
 
                                                 
9
  Literally “Free speech”. 
10
   Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “A doxology of St Elijah”, BSAC 44 (2005), pp. 93-104. 
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• How great are the graces, which came forth from the holy 
Abba Samuel. Truly our righteous father has found great 
favour before God, that He should forgive our sins11 
 
This doxology occurs also in three manuscripts used by Yassa Abd al-
Masih.12 The biographical data relating to Samuel of Kalamūn are nearly 
absent, while the other doxology (Doxology II) mentions his life in Scetis, 
his struggle with the magistrianus, his exile to Kalamūn, his captivity by the 
Barbarians, and his return back. This doxology depicts him only as a miracle 
performer. 
It seems that this doxology was written on the occasion of the 
consecration of the wall painting of Saint Samuel of Kalamun in the Keep of 
the Monastery of Saint Macarius in the sixteenth century.13 It is possible that 
only the first stanza was taken from an old text and the other stanza was 
added later. It is likewise reasonable to think that this doxology was also 
composed before the destruction of the Monastery of Saint Samuel by the 
end of the fifteenth century.14 
 
2. Doxology II and text 
The first edition of the book of the Psalmodia edited by R. Tukhi15 did not 
include the doxology of Samuel of Kalamūn for dogmatic reasons. The first 
Coptic Orthodox edition of the Psalmodia, printed in Alexandria in the year 
1908, was to the crédito of Mina al-Baramusi; however, he did not include 
the doxology of Samuel. The first edition including the doxology of Samuel 
of Kalamūn is the edition of the Psalmodia by K. Labib printed in Cairo in 
1908.16 This edition was based on the copies of the manuscripts of the 
                                                 
11
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun by Isaac the Presbyter (Warminster: Aris & 
Phillips, 1983), p. 37:8. 
12
  Yassa ‘ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church”, BSAC 8 (1942), p. 57. 
13
  Gawdat GABRA, Coptic Monasteries – Egypt’s Monastic Art and Architecture (Cairo – New 
York: The American University in Cairo Press, 2002), pp. 61-62. 
14
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “The Monastery of Qalamun”, pp. 91-102. 
15
  Rushdi AL-TUKHI, CE 7, pp. 2067b-2068b. The Psalmodia was printed by him in the year 
1764. 
16
  K. LABIB, Al-Absalmudiyāt al-sanawiyyāt al-muqaddasa (Cairo, 1908). 
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Patriarch Cyril V17 and Bishop Isaac of Behnasa and Bani Sueif. The text 
reads as follows:18 
 
• xere penivt abba samoyhl pinié< ;en niagios 
fhetawiri `nàannié< nareth ;en ptvoy nte éiàht 
• xere penivt abba samoyhl fhetawfv; `mptomos 
`nlevn oyoà awtaèro nnewsnhoy ;en pinaà< 
`noruodojos 
• eube fai awqoèi `nsvw `nèe makisatrianos 
piasebhs oyoà aw`i àa ptvoy `nkalamon nem D 
`nsvtp `mmonaxos  
• abba samoyhl piomologiths  `nuow 
aweràypomonin eèen ni;isi `nte pidivgmos nem 
<exmalvsia `nte nibarbaros 
• xere penivt abba samoyhl fhetawiri nem àanéfhri 
oyoà awrtalqo `nnhetévni ;en pimonasthrion 
nem ubaki `nnibarbaros 
• xere penivt abba samoyhl fhetawévpi `nivt 
`nnaht nem oyrew<sbv `nagauos `nnewéhri 
`mmonaxos 
• xere penivt abba samoyhl fhetawernié< emaév 
;en tfe nem àièen pikaài ;aten f< nem nirvmi 
• tvbà mpQS eàrhi eèvn v penivt EUY abba samoyhl 
piomologiths nem newéhri `mmonoaxos `ntew 
 
• Hail to our father Abba Samuel, the great among the 
saints, who gained great virtues on the mountain of 
Scetis 
• Hail to our father Abba Samuel, who tore the Tome of 
Leo and confirmed his brethren in the Orthodox faith 
• Therefore the impious magistrianus19 persecuted him, 
and he (Samuel) went to the mountain of Kalamūn with 
four chosen monks 
                                                 
17
  Mounir SHOUCRI, “Cyril V”, in CE 3, pp. 679a-679b.  
18
  K. LABIB, Al-Absalmudiyāt al-sanawiyyāt al-muqaddasa, pp. 404-406. 
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• Abba Samuel the Confessor endured the suffering of the 
persecution and the captivity by the Barbarians 
• Hail to our father Abba Samuel, who performed 
miracles and wonders; he healed the sick in the 
Monastery and in the city of the Barbarians 
• Hail to our father Abba Samuel, who became a merciful 
father and good teacher for his children the monks 
• Hail to our father Abba Samuel, who became 
exceedingly great in heaven and on earth before God and 
men 
• Pray for us, O our father Abba Samuel the Confessor 
and his children the monks, that He [might forgive our 
sins]. 
 
2.1. Commentary 
The author of this doxology has the Life of Samuel before his eyes. He gives 
brief and concise main features of Samuel’s biography. The text must have 
been written before the eleventh century in view of the correctness of the 
Coptic language. 
 
3. Doxology III 
There is a Coptic liturgical fragment by Evelyn White20; however, it is hard 
to determine the nature of this text. 
 
4. Doxology IV 
This doxology occurs in some manuscripts used by Yassa ‘Abd al-Masih.21 It 
occurs also in MS Paris Copte 123, which is described in the catalogue of 
Delaporte22 in the following manner: 
                                                                                                         
19
  The Egyptian editions of the Psalmodia rendered this word as a proper name “Makis 
Atrianus!” Magistrianus denotes an official staff of magister officiorum (see G.W.H. LAMPE, 
A Patristic Greek Lexicon [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961)], p. 819a). 
20
  Hugh G. EVELYN WHITE, The Monasteries of the Wâdi ’n Natrûn. Part I. New Coptic Texts 
from the Monastery of Saint Macarius (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1926), 
pp. 139-140. 
21
  Yassa ‘ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church”, BSAC 8 (1942), p. 57. 
22
  L. DELAPORTE, Catalogue sommaire, p. 84, num 103. 
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CANONS ET HYMNES (bohaïrique) pour les six premiers mois de 
l’année. 
Ms. de 300 feuillets ; 22 x 17 cm. Daté de 1601 E.M. [1885ap. J. 
C.]. 
Ce manuscrit est coté, au verso, de A à T ; le chiffre RKA est 
compté deux fois ; SI+ a été oublié. 
Titres en arabe. Le nom du mois en titre courant. 
Don de la Mission permanente du Caire. 
Invent. : Copte 123. 
 
The colophon of the manuscript in fol. 301r reads as follows: 
 
 ﻰﻤﺴﳌﺍ ﻙﺭﺎﺒﳌﺍ ﺏﺎﺘﻜﻟﺍ ﺍﺬﻫ ﻦﻣ ﻍﺍﺮﻔﻟﺍ ﻥﺎﻛﻭ  
ﻩﺩﻮﻣﺮﺑ ﺮﻬﺷ ﻦﻣ ﺮﺸﻋ ﻊﺳﺎﺗ ﰲ ﺕﺍﺩﺮﳌﺍ ﺏﺎﺘﻛ  
ﺭﺎﻬﻃﻻﺍ ﺍﺪﻬﺸﻠﻟ ﺪﺣﺍﻭ ﺔﻳﺎﻤﺘﺳﻭ ﻒﻟﺍ ﺔﻨﺳ ﰲ  
ﻊﻣﻭ ﺎﻨﻌﻣ ﻥﻮﻜﺗ ﻢﺎﺒﻠﻃﻭ ﻢﺍﻮﻠﺻ ﺖﻛﺮﺑ  
ﲔﻣﺍ ﻦﻳﺪﺑﻻﺍ ﺪﺑﻻﺍ ﱃﺍ ﻑﺮﺣﻻﺍ ﻩﺬﻫ ﺐﺗﺎﻛ  
ﺐﻴﻠﺻ ﺺﻤﻘﻟﺍ ﺮﻳﺪﻟﺍ ﺲﻴﻳﺭ ﺏﺎﺘﻜﻟﺍ ﺍﺬ ﻢﺘﻬﳌﺍﻭ  
ﺍ ﻑﺍﺮﺣﻻﺍ ﻩﺬﻫ ﻞﻗﺎﻧﻭﺩﻻﻭﺍ ﺪﺣﺍ ﺱﻮﻳﺮﺘﻣﺩ ﺺﻤﻘﻟ  
ﲔﻣﺍ ﻦﻳﺪﺑﻻﺍ ﺪﺑﺍ ﺎﳝﺍﺩ ﺮﻜﺸﻟﺍ ﺎﻨﺑﺮﻟﻭ ﻕﺮﶈﺎﺑ ﻥﺎﺒﻫﺮﻟﺍ 
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“The accomplishment of this blessed book, called the Book of 
Responses, was on the 19th day of the month Barmudah23 in the 
year 1601 of the pure martyrs (= 1885). May the blessing of 
their prayers and intercessions be with us, and with the scribe 
of these letters, forever and ever. Amen. 
The sponsor of this book is the hegomen Salib,24 the abbot of the 
Monastery, and the copyist of these letters is the hegomen 
Demetrius, a fellow monk in Al-Muharraq [Monastery].25 Thanks 
be to our Lord eternally and forever and ever. Amen.” 
 
Fol. 184v-185r  
• alhuvs gar  ;en oymeumhi awéoyéoy `nèe  ptvoy 
`nkalamvn àiten nekproseyxh `mmhi nem neknié< `nagvn 
• penivt EUY abba samoyhl pimenrit `nte pXS piàarma `nte 
piSL oyoà pewàipeys26 `ndynatos 
• raéi nemak `nèe f< IHS pXS pidespoths awtaàok `noytap 
`noysv< v piomologiths 
• oyoà awaik `narximantriths eèen txvra `nte fiom akévpi 
pinoymoueths `mfrh< `mmvyshs fa pièom 
• tentaio `mmok `nshoy niben nem dAD ;en oyrvis èe 
oyvoyniatoy27 `noyon niben eterào< ;a tàh `mpQS 
• TV paQS `nivt `naskyths abba samoyhl piomologiths ntew 
 
• For verily in truth the mountain of Kalamun boasted of your true 
prayers and your great contest 
• Our holy father, Abba Samuel, the beloved of Christ, the chariot of 
Israel and His mighty horseman 
                                                 
23
  14 April (Julian), 26 April (Gregorian). 
24
  Hegomen Salib Wahbah was the abbot of the monastery of al-Muharraq from 1884 to 1905. 
Originally from Kom Badr, Sohag, he became a monk in the year 1864 and was ordained in 
1870. Cf. AL-ANBA GREGORIUS, Al-Dayr al-Muharraq: tarīhu-hu wa-wasfu-hu (Cairo, 
1968), pp. 202-204.  
25
  S. TIMM, Das christlich-koptische Ägypten in arabischer Zeit, col. «Beihefte zum Tübinger 
Atlas des Vorderen Orients» 41/2 (Wiesbaden: L. Reichert, 1984), pp. 751-756. 
26
  Read àippeys. 
27
  Read voyniatoy. 
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• God, Jesus Christ rejoices with you. The Lord established you as a 
horn of salvation, O Confessor 
• And He made you the archimandrite of the district of Fayoum, you 
became a law-giver like Moses, who has the book28 
• We eagerly praise you, at all times with David: “Blessed are those 
who fear the Lord” 
• Pray [to the Lord for us], my lord the ascetic, Abba Samuel the 
Confessor, that He may… 
 
4.1. Commentary 
The author of this doxology had very little knowledge of the Life of Samuel. 
He knew that he dwelt in the mountain of Kalamūn in the region of Fayoum. 
And he knew that Abba Samuel was a monk, archimandrite, and ascetic. In 
order to fill the biographical gap the author of this doxology used biblical 
images and quotations, such as the comparison with Moses, the biblical 
image of the chariot of Israel and the horseman,29 and the quotation from the 
book of Psalms.30 
 
5. Doxology V 
This doxology occurs only in manuscript OR. OCT. 227 from the State 
Library of Berlin.31 In the edition of the Psalmodia by K. Labib it is 
mentioned as dedicated to Saint Pachomius.32 It only contains a praise of the 
saint’s virtues without any biographical data. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
28
  The Pentateuch. 
29
  2 Kings 2:12. 
30
  Ps 111[112]:1. 
31
  Lothar STÖRK, Koptische Handschriften. 4: Die Handschriften der Staatsbibliothek zu 
Berlin, Teil 1: Liturgische Handschriften 1, col. «Verzeichnis der orientalischen 
Handschriften in Deutschland» 21/4 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2002), p. 30. 
32
  K. LABIB, Al-Absalmudiyāt, pp. 192-193. 
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THE BOOK OF THE ANTIPHONARION33 
 
5.1. Psali Adam34 
 
• xere apa samoyhl piPNAtoforos xere parxhgos 
`n<koinvnia  
• xere piproistos `mpimonasthrion `n<parU euoyab 
ptvoy `nkalamvn  
• xere piprofhths etawévpi ài péawe `mfrh< 
`nivannhs péhri `nzaxarias  
• xere pinomoueths oyoà `nagvnoesths 
`n<metmonaxos `mfrh< `mpa;vmios  
• xere piremrayé `mfrh< `mmvyshs  piarxhprofhths 
`nrewsemne nomos  
• xere pirewsolsel `nte nencyxh `mfrh< 
`nantvnios fivt n`nimonaxos 
• xere fhetawévpi `nàrhi ài péawe `mfrh< `nhlias 
piprofhths eUY 
• xere fhetawerforin `mpitoybo `mmhi isèen 
tewmetkoyèi éa pewèvk ebol 
• xere fhetawsosel ;en areth niben `nte piNA 
eUY `mparaklhton  
• xere fhetawempéa `névpi `nàypereths oyoà 
`mbvk `nsabe `n<may `mf< 
• àiten neweyxh pXS pensvthr èvr ebol `nnièaèi 
`nte <ekklhsia 
• ntenèimi `noynai nem oyparrhsia `mpekmuo ebol 
kata peknié< `nnai  
• àiten nieyxh 
 
                                                 
33
  Cf. Gawdat GABRA, “Untersuchungen zum Difnar der koptischen Kirche. I, Quellenlage, 
Forschungsgeschichte und künftige Aufgaben”, BSAC 35 (1996), pp. 37-52; IDEM, 
“Untersuchungen zum Difnar der koptischen Kirche. II. Zur Kompilation”, BSAC 37 (1998), 
pp. 49-68. 
34
  De Lacy Evans O’LEARY, The Difnar (Antiphonarium) of the Coptic Church from the 
manuscript in the John Rylands library with the fragments of a Difnar recently discovered at 
the Dêr Abû Makâr in the Wadî n-Natrun (London, 1926), I, p. 80. 
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• Hail to Abba Samuel, the Spirit Bearer. Hail to the 
leader of the Community 
• Hail to the Abbot of the Monastery of the Holy Virgin in 
the mount of Kalamūn 
• Hail to the prophet who was in the desert like John the 
son of Zachariah 
• Hail to the law-giver and the fighter for monasticism 
like Pachomius 
• Hail to the one who was meek like Moses the high-
prophet, who established the law 
• Hail to the one who comforted our souls like Antony, 
the father of the monks 
• Hail to the one who dwelt in the desert like Elijah the 
holy prophet  
• Hail to the one who remained pure from his childhood 
to his death 
• Hail to the one who is adorned by all the virtues of the 
Holy Spirit the Comforter 
• Hail to the one who became worthy to be the servant 
and the wise slave of the Mother of God  
• Through his prayers, Christ our Saviour disperses the 
enemies of the Church  
• In order that we find mercy and influence (parresia) in 
front of You according to Your great mercy. 
• Through the prayers…  
 
Commentary 
This psali resembles the praise of the Angel.35 The comparison between 
Samuel and Elijah, Moses, etc., is also found in another text dating from the 
seventh century: the biography of Severus of Antioch by Athanasius.36 
The devotion of Samuel of Kalamūn to the Virgin Mary is well attested in 
the biography of Samuel. It tells that Samuel left the mount of Naklun on the 
                                                 
35
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun, p. 34:41. 
36
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, The Arabic life of Severus of Antioch attributed to Athanasius, 
col. «Patrologia Orientalis» 49/4 [N 220] (Paris, 2004), sections 22-24. 
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sixteenth of the month of Mesore, which is the day of the assumption of the 
Virgin Mary,37 and an angel appeared to him and promised that the land 
would be for him.38 On another occasion, when the brethren started to 
consecrate the Church in the name of Abba Samuel, Samuel refused by 
saying “God forbid, rather it is in the name of the God-Bearer!”39 It seems 
that Samuel organized a pilgrimage on the feast day of the Virgin Mary and a 
multitude came to the Monastery.40 
The Spirit-bearer is mentioned in his Life referring to Abba Macarius the 
Great.41 
piproistos. The superior of the Monastery at Balaizah is usually called 
by this title. It occurs in the documents from the Monastery of Abba Mena, at 
Wadi Sarga. This title was current in the Fayoum in the ninth century, as it 
occurs a number of times in colophons of the Pierpont Morgan manuscripts.42 
It seems that this psali was first written in the region of Fayoum, perhaps in 
Sahidic or Fayoumic, before being ‘translated’ into Bohairic. 
“All virtues of the Holy Spirit the Comforter”. According to Cassian, 
Antony asserted that the seeker cannot expect any one individual to possess 
all the virtues. Rather on this side of the Second Coming, holy people 
specialize in different virtues. Some excel at humility, others at 
generosity…43 It is important to mention that the virtues of the Spirit differ 
from a text to another.44 
It is quiet safe to conclude that this psali was first written in Fayoum as 
early as the ninth century, when the title Proestos was used for the Abbot, 
and it was later translated into Bohairic. The author of this psali had first-
hand knowledge of the Life of Samuel of Kalamūn. 
 
                                                 
37
  For this feast, cf. Stephen J. SHOEMAKER, Ancient Traditions of the Virgin Mary’s Dormition 
and Assumption (Oxford – New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 38, 111. 
38
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun, p. 12. 
39
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun, p. 27:9 
40
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun, p. 30:33 
41
  A. ALCOCK, The Life of Samuel of Kalamun, p. 4:4. 
42
  Paul E. KAHLE, Bala’izah; Coptic texts from Deir El-Bala’izah in Upper Egypt (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1954), pp. 32-33. 
43
  William HARMLESS, Desert Christians. An Introduction to the Literature of Early 
Monasticism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 385. 
44
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “Consecration of the Myron at Saint Macarius Monastery (MS. 
106Lit.)”, Coptica 2 (2003), pp. 106-121. 
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5.2. Psali Batos45 
 
• awneàsi `nèe pimas `mmoyi ;en pitvoy `nte éiàht 
aw<ào< `noyon niben ;en pewèinàemàem eunaét 
• awtvnw oyoà awenkot on `mfrh< `noymasmmoyi 
awfvt `nsa newèaèi throy ayeràerào< ;a tewàh 
• v piééhn EUY etqosi `nte pitvoy `nermvn aytvèi 
`nnewklatos ;en ptvoy `nkalamon 
• ete penivt abba samoyhl pinié< `mmoyi etèvr 
etawfv; `mptvmos `nlevn fhetqa;em 
etsàoyvrt 
• dogma niben `nte nenio< `napostolos akareà 
ervoy aktaèrvoy v penivt abba samoyhl 
• zvgrafin nan `mpekbios nem nekareth eUY v 
pi;ello etsmarvoyt pinié< abba samoyhl 
• a pQS f< pipantokratvr oyvrp `mpewaggelos 
;aèvk awqimvit nak ;en oyàirhnh éa ptvoy 
`nkalamvn 
• ak< `ntekcyxh `mmainoy< epiélhl nem <nhstia 
ayévpi nak `noytrofh `mpieàooy nem pieèvrà 
• a pièaèi `mponhron neàsi àièvk `nnibarbaros 
ayqitk nemvoy `nxmalvtos  àiten newenergia 
etàvoy 
• akiri ;en txvra etemmay `nàanmhini nem àanéfhri 
v pinié< `nuerapiths `nte nicyxh nem nisvma 
• ak<éipi `mpsatanas nem newdemvn `mponhron 
àiten piàmot etéop nemak nem nekamoni éa eneà 
• awévpi `nèe oynié< `nraéi nem oyonow ;en txvra 
`nxhmi `mfnay eta pXS tasuok epekmanévpi  ;en 
oyàirhnh  
• tvbà mpQS eàrhi eèvn 
 
 
• The young lion arose in the mountain of Scetis; he gives 
fear to everyone through his great roaring 
• He woke up and also slept like a young lion; he runs 
after all his enemies, who fear him 
                                                 
45
  De Lacy O’LEARY, The Difnar of the Coptic Church, I, p. 81. 
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• O holy tall tree in the mountain of Hermon,46 whose 
branches attained the mountain of Kalamūn 
• Who is our father the great Abba Samuel, the mighty 
lion, who tore the tome of the impious cursed Leo 
• You preserved all Dogmas of our fathers the Apostles, 
and you strengthened them, O our father Abba Samuel 
• Adorn us by your life and your holy virtues, O blessed 
elder the great Abba Samuel 
• The almighty God, the Lord, sent his angel before you; 
he guided you peacefully to the mountain of Kalamūn 
• You offered your soul to the loving God by prayer and 
fasting, which became to you food day and night 
• The evil enemy arose against you; the Barbarians took 
you with them as captive through his (Satan’s?) evil 
power 
• In that country you performed miracles and wonders, O 
great healer of souls and bodies 
• You put in shame Satan and his evil devils through the 
grace, which is with you and remains forever 
• There was great happiness and rejoice in the country of 
Egypt in the time when Christ caused your return 
peacefully to your dwelling [manshopi] 
• Pray to the Lord for us… 
 
Commentary 
The biographical data collected from this psali can be summarised in the 
following manner: 
 
1. Samuel became a monk in the mountain of Scetis  
2. He tore the tome of Leo 
3. An angel guided Samuel to Kalamūn 
4. He was taken captive by the Barbarians and returned back safely 
 
                                                 
46
  Perhaps allusion to Song 4:8. 
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The other stanzas praise the courage and virtues of Saint Samuel, and 
highlight his role as a miracle performer. It is important to note that the last 
stanza mentions the return of Samuel back to his dwelling [manshopi]. This 
word was used especially in Scetis since the fourth century to refer to the 
monastic cells, its literal translation being ‘place of dwelling’;47 in the sixth 
century it took the meaning of cells accommodating several monks who were 
disciples of a single father.48 It is important to mention that the monasteries 
of Upper Egypt are called monasthrion, tooy, oros, petra but never 
manévpi.49 
It is hence safe to conclude that the psali Batos was written in Scetis in 
order to complete the text of the Antiphonarion. The author did not have 
first-hand information, so in order to complete his text he added a biblical 
quotation, praised his virtues as a lion, and stressed his role in Scetis. 
 
6. Antiphonarion II 
This Psali occurs in the manuscript “Psalmodia 71” from the Monastery of 
Abba Pishoi and it is preserved at the State and University Library of 
Hamburg. This text is a version of the Antiphonarion (Difnar).50 
The Coptic Psalmodia contains also a stanza in the memento sanctorum 
(Magma’):51 
  
• tvbà mpQS eàrhi even abba samoyhl piomologiths 
nem ioystos nem apollo newmauhths NTEW 
 
• Pray for us Abba Samuel the Confessor and Justus and 
Apollo his disciples, that… 
 
                                                 
47
  H. G. EVELYN WHITE, The Monasteries of the Wadi ’n Natrûn. Part II. The History of the 
monasteries of Nitria and Scetis (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1932), p. 
184.  
48
  H. G. EVELYN WHITE, The Monasteries of the Wadi ’n Natrûn. Part II, p. 259.  
49
  P. E. KAHLE, Bala’izah. Coptic texts, pp. 27-29. 
50
  Oswald Hugh Ewart BURMESTER, Koptische Handschriften. 1: Die Handschriftenfragmente 
der Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek Hamburg. Teil 1: Coptic manuscript fragments from 
the Monastery of Abba Pisoi, col. «Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in 
Deutschland» 21/1 (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1975), p. 245. 
51
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “The Monastery of Qalamun”, pp. 111-124. 
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The book of the Order of the Church edited by the late Bishop Samuel, 
which is based on several manuscripts, mentions mainly the commemoration 
of Saint Barbara, Juliana and Paese, and Thecla. It is easy to explain this 
phenomenon: the Church of St Cyrus and John in Old Cairo changed its 
name to the church of Saint Barbara after the translation of her relics in the 
eleventh century.52 We find, however, only a few stanzas commemorating 
Saint Samuel: 
 
• xere ni¶ euoyab apahsi nem uekla nem barabara 
xere penivt abba samoyhl piomologiths 
 
• Hail to the holy martyrs Apaese and Thecla and 
Barbara; Hail to our father Abba Samuel the Confessor53 
 
― Commentary 
This stanza occurs in the manuscript of Alexandria dated 1432 EM (= 1716). 
It does not reflect any knowledge of the biography of Samuel of Kalamūn. It 
seems that the author made a compilation of the saints commemorated on 
that day by grouping them in one stanza. 
 
• penivt EUY abba samoyhl pimenrit `nte pXS 
piàarma nte piSL oyoà piprofhths ettaihoyt 
 
• Our father Abba Samuel, the beloved of Christ, the 
Chariot of Israel54, and the honoured prophet55 
 
― Commentary 
This stanza is taken from the manuscript of Tanta dated 1584 EM 
(=1868AD) when the biography was completely lost. This stanza is suitable 
for the Prophet Samuel of the Old Testament rather than Samuel of Kalamūn. 
                                                 
52
  Cf. Charalambia COQUIN, Les édifices chrétiens du Vieux-Caire, col. «Bibliothèque d’études 
Coptes» 11 (Le Caire, 1974), pp. 117-120. 
53
  Samuel AL-SURYĀNĪ, Kitab Tartib al-Bay,a ,an mahtutat al-Batriyarkiyya bi-Misr wa-l-
Iskandariyya wa-mahtutat al-adyira wa-l-kana,is (Cairo, 1984), p. 262. 
54
  Cf. 2 Kings 2:12 (said by Elisha when he saw Elijah going to heaven); cf. also 2 Kings 13:14. 
55
  S. AL-SURYĀNĪ, Kitāb Tartīb al-Bay,a, p. 263. 
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In MS Paris Copte 123 there is a special stanza for the Vesper Prayers, fol. 
185r-v: 
 
• voyniatk `nuok ;en oymeumhi penivt EUY abba 
samoyhl fhetawmiéi `nkalvs alhuvs eube pinaà< 
`noruodojos 
 
• Truly, blessed are you our holy father Abba Samuel, 
who fought well truly for the orthodox faith 
 
For the Matin Prayers there is another stanza, fol. 188v: 
 
• malista penivt `naskyths abba samoyl 
piomologiths awmiéi nkalvs eube pinaà< 
noruodojos 
 
• Moreover, our father the ascetic Abba Samuel the 
Confessor fought well for the Orthodox faith 
 
For the Eucharistic Prayers there is another stanza, fol. 189r: 
 
• marenàvs epXS pQS ;en àansmh `nnicalmos oyoà 
`ntantaio `mpidikeos penivt pinié< abba samoyhl 
 
• Let us praise the Lord Christ, with the voices of the 
psalms, and honour the righteous one and the great, our 
father Abba Samuel 
 
There is no special psali dedicated to Samuel of Kalamūn in the extant 
Book of Psalis.56 It is important to mention that many of the psalis of that 
book were composed by late authors such as Nicodemus,57 or Hermina or 
Christodolus.58 Only one manuscript of the Glorifications contains a 
                                                 
56
  Qummus Philutawus AL-MAQQARĪ, Kitāb al-Absāliyāt wa-l-turūhāt: Wātūs wa-Ādam (Cairo, 
1913). 
57
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “Recherches d’hymnographie copte: Nicodème et Sarkis”, OCP 
64 (1998), pp. 383-402. 
58
  Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “Recherches d’hymnographie copte (2): Hermina et 
Christodule”, in Anne BOUD’HORS, Jean GASCOU et Denyse VAILLANCOURT (eds.), Études 
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doxology Adam for Saint Samuel. The first stanza is only praise without any 
allusion to the life of Samuel.59 The edited book of Glorifications does not 
contain any hymn to Abba Samuel.60 
However, there is a doxology Adam in the late manuscript Paris Copte 
123.61 
 
Fol. 187v-188r  
 
• a pekran ersvit ;en nixvra throy oyoà ay<taio 
nak `mfrh< `nniapostolos 
• aysinxvrin nak kata fvoyt `mpekàht éatek 
etakoyvà ;en ptvoy `nkalamvn 
• pima eta pQS f< erht `mmow nak eurekévpi `n;htw 
nem nekéhri é eneà 
• ak< ntekcyxh eube <omologia `nte pinaà< 
etsoytvn `nte <trias EUY 
• voyniatk `nuok penivt abba samoyhl fa pisvit 
etqosi et;en <oikomenh 
• voyniatk  `nuok penivt abba samoyhl fhetawmei 
pXS ;en pewàht thrw 
• voyniatwk `nuok penivt abba samoyhl ma<ào 
epXS eèvn  
• äI ..`nte penivt naskyths abba samoyhl 
piomologiths pQS 
 
• Your name became famous in the whole country of 
Egypt and they honoured you as the Apostles 
• They exiled you according to the unity of the heart, till 
you dwelt in the mount of Kalamon 
                                                                                                         
coptes IX. Onzième journée d’études, Strasbourg, 12-14 juin 2003, col. «Cahiers de la 
Bibliothèque Copte» 14 (Paris, 2006), pp. 381-397. 
59
  Yassa ,ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church”, BSAC 8 (1942), p. 57. 
60
  On this book, cf. Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “Un témoin méconnu de la littérature copte”, 
BSAC 32 (1993), pp. 139-147; IDEM, “Une relecture des glorifications coptes”, BSAC, 34 
(1995), pp. 77-83. Cf. also Yassa ,ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church”, 
BSAC 6 (1940), p. 71. 
61
  See I.4. 
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• The place that the Lord God chose for you to dwell in 
order to stay with your children forever 
• You gave your soul for the sake of the confession of the 
right faith of the holy Trinity 
• Blessed are you, our father Abba Samuel, who has 
sublime fame in the world 
• Blessed are you, our father Abba Samuel, who loves 
Christ with all his heart 
• Blessed are you, our father Abba Samuel, pray to Christ 
for us 
• Through … of our father the ascetic Abba Samuel the 
Confessor, Lord… 
 
There is also one stanza of Paralexis to glorify Abba Samuel in MS Paris 
Copte 123, fol. 186r: 
 
• voyniatk ;en oymeumhi penivt euoyab ndikeos 
abba samoyhl piomologiths ntew 
 
• Truly blessed are you, our holy righteous father Abba 
Samuel the Confessor, that… 
 
In a late 18th/19th-century manuscript, originally coming from the 
Monastery of Abba Macarius and currently preserved at the State and 
University Library of Hamburg, the name of Samuel is mentioned among the 
great leaders of monasticism, such as Antony and Paul. 
 
• fhetawsmoy m`penivt abbe samoyhl nem iostos 
nem apello newmauhths 
• Who blessed our father Abba Samuel, and Justus and 
Apollo, his disciples62 
                                                 
62
  L. STÖRK, Koptische Handschriften. Die Handscriften der Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek 
Hamburg, Teil 2: Die Handscriften aus Dair Anba Maqar, col. «Verzeichnis der 
orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland» 21/2 (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1995), p. 
518. 
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Conclusion I 
The liturgical hymns relating to Samuel of Kalamūn were written between 
the eighth and fourteenth centuries, when the Monastery lost its great 
splendor. Perhaps some texts were written for the consecration of the wall 
painting of this Saint in the Monastery of Abba Macarius in the sixteenth 
century. The quality of the texts varies; some authors had first-hand 
information of the Life of Samuel while others contain only praises.  
The study of the liturgical text allows us to follow the evolution of the 
cult of Samuel of Kalamun as well as the evolution of the language. We can 
suggest a chronological order of the text as follows: 
 
― Psali Adam Antiphonarion, translated from Sahidic, written c. 9th 
century. 
― Psali Batos Antiphonarion, written directly in Bohairic c. 11th 
century. 
― Doxology II, written in Bohairic and containing many biographical 
data. 
― Doxology III 
― Doxology IV reflects a Fayoumic tradition, by highlighting the 
mountain of Kalamūn and the Fayoum region and ignoring the life of 
Samuel in Scetis and in the Oasis. It must have been written before 
the destruction of the Monastery of Samuel in the fifteenth century.  
― Doxology I, composed in the Monastery of Abba Macarius for the 
consecration of the wall painting in the Monastery’s keep c. 16th 
century. 
― Stanzas in the Book of the Church Order c. 17th century. 
 
This article shows once again the significance of the Coptic liturgical 
texts as witnesses to the development of Coptic monasticism. Despite our 
fragmentary knowledge of the manuscript tradition, we may suggest that the 
doxologies and other liturgical texts relating to Saint Samuel were copied up 
to the fifteenth century or shortly later; when the Monastery was destroyed 
the copy ceased for a while. With the restoration of the Monastery in the late 
nineteenth century the liturgical texts reappeared in the manuscripts. 
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Colophon of MS Paris Copte 123 
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Doxology Adam of Samuel of Kalamūn, MS Paris Copte 123 
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Doxology of Samuel, MS Paris Copte 34 
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II. Julius of Akfahs 
Julius of Akfahs is one of the most important contributors to Coptic 
hagiography. According to many texts, both in Coptic and in Arabic, Julius 
and his servants helped martyrs write their acts.63  
The Arabic texts64 mention that he was arrested after declaring his faith, 
tortured, twice killed and miraculously restored, and killed a third time. 
During the inquest, the Governor of Samannud and Atripe along with 1,500 
people were converted to Christianity and martyred. Therefore, he became a 
martyr in his own right at the beginning of the reign of Constantine.65 This 
Arabic text was later translated into Ethiopic.66 
Since there are no Coptic texts relevant to the martyrdom of Julius 
himself –only extracts at the end of texts concerning other martyrdoms– any 
Coptic text dealing with his martyrdom will be a new and valuable 
contribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
63
  For a detailed study about this author and his works cf. Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, 
Recherches sur Jules d’Akfahs (Montpellier: Université Paul Valéry, 1993); R.-G. COQUIN, 
review in BSAC 37 (1998), pp. 145-155. For some entries in The Coptic Encyclopedia (ed. 
Aziz S. ATIYA, New York: Macmillan, 1991), cf. Samir Khalil SAMIR, “Abamun of Tukh, 
saint”, CE 1, pp. 1-2; Theofried BAUMEISTER, “Panesne, saint”, CE 6, p. 1880; and the 
following entries all written by Tito ORLANDI: “Anub, saint”, CE 1, p. 152; “Ari”, CE 1, pp. 
229-230; “Camoul, saint”, CE 2, p. 445; “Cycle”, CE 3, pp. 666-668; “Epima, saint”, CE 3, 
p. 965; “Hagiography, Coptic”, CE 4, pp. 1191-1197; “Heraclides, saint”, CE 4, pp. 1220-
1221; “John and Symeon”, CE 5, p. 1370; “Macrobius, saint”, CE 5, p. 1494; “Paese and 
Tecla, saints”, CE 6, p. 1865; “Shenute, saint”, CE 7, pp. 2130-2131. 
64
  Le Synaxaire arabe jacobite (rédaction copte), ed. and trans. René BASSET, col. «Patrologia 
Orientalis» 1 (Paris, 1904), p. 290 [76]. 
65
   Georg GRAF, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, col. «Studi e testi» 118 
(Città del Vaticano: Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1944), p. 534. In addition to many 
manuscripts, such as those at the Library of al-Suriani Monastery, and another one in saint 
Macarius. 
66
  E. CERULLI, Atti di Giulio di Aqfahs, col. «Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium» 
191 (Louvain, 1959), pp. 1-5. 
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1. Manuscript Paris Copte 123 
 
The description of this manuscript is provided above.67 
Fol. MB v – MZ v 
 
 ﻱﺭﺪﻌﻟﺍ ﻪﻟﻻﺍ ﺓﺪﻟﺍﻭ ﺓﺪﻴﺴﻟﺍ ﺖﺴﻟﺍ ﺭﺎﻛﺬﺗ ﺕﻮﺗ ﻦﻣ ﻥﻭﺮﺸﻌﻟﺍﻭ ﻱﺩﺎﳊﺍ ﻡﻮﻴﻟﺍ
 ﺕﻮﺗ ﻦﻣ ﻥﻭﺮﺸﻌﻟﺍﻭ ﱐﺎﺜﻟﺍ ﻡﻮﻴﻟﺍ ﺔﺑﻮﻃ ﺮﺸﻋ ﻱﺩﺎﺣ ﰲ ﺎﳍ ﺐﺳﺎﻨﻳ ﺎﻣ ﻝﺎﻘﻳ
ﻝﺎﻘﺗ ﻪﻌﻣ ﻦﻣﻭ ﻲﺼﻬﻔﻗﻻﺍ ﺱﻮﻴﻟﻮﻳ ﺓﺩﺎﻬﺷ e k ﺲﻃﺍﻭ ﺔﻴﺟﻮﻟﻮﺼﻛﺫ ﺔﺑﺎﺑ ﻦﻣ 
ﺮﻛﺎﺑﻭ ﺔﻴﺸﻋ ﻝﺎﻘﺗ  
 
“The twenty-first day of Tut, being the commemoration of the Lady 
Madonna and Virgin, the Mother of God, to be said what befits 
her68 on the eleventh of Tubah.  
The twenty-second day of Tut, being the martyrdom of Julius of 
Akfahs and those (who were martyred) with him, to be said on the 
twenty fifth of Babah Vespers and Matins.”  
  
1.1. Doxology Batos  
 
To be said in the Prayers of Vespers and Matins. 
 
• xere pi¶ ettaioyt v piagios ioylios pirewbohuos 
etaws;ai `nnagvn `nte ni¶ 
• eube fai ays;ai `mpewran ài pèvm `nte pvn; 
alhuvs  nem fran péhri `mpekson nem * pekios 
ueodvrvs 
• nem piG nekebiak etaksotpoy  akoyvrp mmvoy 
àina `ntoy `mpivik nnHEU et;en niétakvoy 
• dikeos ke gar alhuvs aymoy< erok ;en oyoyrot 
èe fivt nni¶ nem poydiakvn etenàot 
• tentaio mmok ;en oy<ma< nem dayid àanuba nkvb 
èe voyniatw mfheunaka< eèen oyàhki nem oyèvb 
• TV niauL ioylios piremkfaàs ntew* 
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  See I.4. 
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  As doxologies.  
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• Hail to the honoured martyr saint Julius the helper, who 
wrote about the struggles of the martyrs 
• Therefore his name was truly written in the Book of Life 
with the name of your nephew * [fol. 43r] and your son 
Theodore 
• And three servants you have chosen and sent in order to 
[give] bread to the saints in the prisons 
• Rightly and truly, they called you with pleasure the 
father of the Martyrs and their entrusted servant 
• We honour you with gladness, with David, a thousand 
times: “Blessed is he who attends to a poor (man) and a 
wretched (one)” 
• Pray, O athlete Julius from Akfahs in order* [fol. 43v] 
 
Commentary 
 
This text is interesting as it offers several unique features: 
 
― While in the biography of Julius the text reports that he suffered 
martyrdom along with his sons Theodore and Yuqias, in his icon 
located in the Church of Abu Seifen (Old Cairo) the two persons with 
him are unnamed.69 Likewise, in this text we find a nephew not 
mentioned elsewhere. 
― Whilst in the various versions of the Life of Julius of Akfahs he is 
reported to have a lot of servants (between 300 and 500), our text here 
mentions only three. 
― The title “Father of the martyrs” is not mentioned elsewhere. 
― Psalm 40:2 is not used in the annual lectionary but only during Holy 
Week for the third hour of Pascha Wednesday.70 
 
ﻲﺼﻬﻔﻗﻻﺍ ﺱﻮﻴﻟﻮﻳ ﺲﻳﺪﻘﻠﻟ ﻝﺎﻘﻳ ﻦﳊ = “to be said for Julius of Akfahs”71 
                                                 
69
  Cf. T. MINA, “Jules d’Akfahs et ses oeuvres, à propos d’une icone conservée dans l’église 
d’Abou Seifen”, BSAC 3 (1937), pp. 41-47. Zuzana SKALOVA and Gawdat GABRA, Icons of 
the Nile Valley (Cairo: Egyptian International Publishing Company – Longman, 2003), pp. 
230-231. 
70
  Oswald Hugh Ewart BURMESTER, Le lectionnaire de la Semaine Sainte. II, col. «Patrologia 
Orientalis» 25/2 (Paris, 1943), p. 202 [154]. 
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• alhuvs akqi `noytaio mfooy para oymhé ;en 
nhEUY èe tek<ma< `noynié< `nariston piagios 
ioylios piremxbeàs 
• ekoi `mwairvoyé nnheUY `mpQS oyoà ekoi 
`nrewéeméi nvoy aks;ai `nnoyprajis  akxv 
`mmvoy e;oyn epekhi 
• eube fai akxv nnekebiaik ;en nidekasthrion 
oys;ai nni;isi nnhEUY ni¶ nte pXS* 
• pektvbà on gar pe fai v piagios  etsvtp ioylios 
etakqi mpismoy nnheUY ntvoyvp mmvoy 
mpoyxvros 
• ep;ae  mmvoy throy akévpi àvk m¶ nem pekéhri 
nem pekson nem nekebiak throy eysop 
• ayi ebol ;aèvk throy nèe nhetakqi mpoysmoy 
eyercalin ;a tekàh eyvé ebol eyèv mmos  
•  kalvs aki éaron m*fooy v piwairvoyé nnensvma 
amoy oynow mmok neman ;en pivn;  eumhn ebol  
• TV naul ioylios   
 
• Truly you receive honour today among many saints for 
your success, O great noble Saint Julius of Akfahs 
• Caring about the saints of the Lord and being their 
servant, you wrote their acts and kept them in your 
house 
• Therefore, you left your servants in the courts an 
account of the pains of the holy martyrs of Christ * [fol. 
44r] 
• For also this is your demand, O chosen saint Julius, 
when you received the blessing of the saints, to be 
counted in their company 
• At the end you also became a martyr together with all 
your servants  
• All those whose blessings you received came up to you 
singing before you, proclaiming and saying: 
                                                                                                         
71
  Cf. Yassa ‘ABD AL-MASIH, “Doxologies in the Coptic Church –unedited Bohairic 
doxologies I”, BSAC 8 (1942), pp. 33-61, espec. 37-38. 
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• Welcome to us* [fol. 44v] today, O you who cared about 
our bodies, come, rejoice with us in the life that remains 
forever 
• Pray O athlete Julius 
 
Commentary 
 
This text offers some important features: 
 
― The text stresses that Julius took care of the saints and wrote their lives. 
― Whilst in most of the Coptic martyrdoms we find Julius in person next 
to the martyr, our text here mentions that he left his servants in the 
courts. 
― In the Arabic and the Ethiopic lives the martyrs blessed him and 
prophesied that he would be a martyr. In this text we find Julius asking 
to become martyr. 
― The procession of the martyrs welcoming Julius in Heaven is absent 
from all other texts 
 
 ﺱﻮﻴﻟﻮﻴﻟ ﻡﺍﺩﺍ ﺔﻴﺟﻮﻟﻮﺼﻛﺩ = “A Doxology Adam to Julius” 
 
• xere pi¶ piagios ioylios akoyaàk `nsa f< isèen 
dekmetkoyèi72 
• akerkatafronin `mpvoy thrw `nte paikosmos  
eube tekagaph e;oyn epewran 
• aweràmot nak `nàandvron nem àanxarisma àièen 
pkaài thrw*    
• [fol. 45r] oyoà oyon ;en nifhoyi awnaoyvnàk ebol 
àvw `mpemuo mpQS pewivt nem `piPNA EUY  
• v piagonisths `nte <mateysebhs73 v pisvtp 
`nrewmiéi eèen <meumhi  
• v piauloforos `ngenneos `mpiagios74 ioylios 
pisa; `mpi¶75 EUY   
                                                 
72
  Sic, read tekmetkoyèi. 
73
  Sic, read <meteysebhs. 
74
  Sic, read piagios. 
75
  Sic, read either pi¶ “and the holy martyr” or `nni¶ “of the holy martyrs’. 
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• v piata76 Pqs f< ariàmot77 naw `noysv< nem 
oyrewtalqo `nte nhetévni 
• v fhetawran78 ersvit ;en nixvra throy*[fol. 45v]  
eube niàmot etoé etiri `mmvoy  
• àanmhé `nlaos senhoy epektypos ayeréai 
`n;hts ;en pekerfmeyi 
• xere ioylios pimenrit `nte pXS pi¶ etsvtp fa 
pinié< `néfhri 
• voyniatk `nuok v fheUY ioylios èe akqi `mpixlom 
eumhn ebol éa eneà 
• àiten ni 
 
• Hail to the martyr saint Julius, you followed God since 
your childhood 
• You disdained all the glory of this world for your love to 
His name 
• He (God) granted you gifts and favours on the whole 
earth* 
• And in heaven He will show you also to His Father and 
the Holy Spirit 
• O combatant of the pity, O chosen fighter for the 
righteousness 
• O noble athlete saint Julius, the scribe of the holy 
martyrs 
• O that to whom the Lord granted the salvation and the 
healing of the sick 
• O that whose name became famous in all countries*  
because of the numerous graces you perform 
• Many people come to your church, rejoicing in it at your 
commemoration 
• Hail Julius, the beloved of Christ, the chosen martyr 
who has attained great wonders  
                                                 
76
  Sic, read peta. 
77
  Sic, read eràmot. 
78
  Sic, read fheta pewran. 
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• Blessed are you, O saint Julius, for you received the 
crown that lasts forever 
• Through... 
 
Commentary 
 
This doxology starts with generic qualifications that can apply to any saint 
and does not add to our knowledge of the biography of Julius. 
However, the second part of the doxology is very important as it shows 
that there was a pilgrimage centre visited by many people. The centre had a 
church, which might be the one that was consecrated on the 25th Babah as 
mentioned in the Synaxarium. However, neither the Synaxarium nor the 
doxology specify where this church was located. 
 
 ﺱﻮﻴﻟﻮﻴﻟ ﻡﺍﺩﺍ ﺎﻀﻳﺍﻭ = “And also Adam for Julius” 
• efesos nem rvmh nem antioxia rako<* [fol. 46r] 
`nte xhmi <maàD `nkauedra   
• apekran ersvit ebol`n;htoy throy piagios 
ioylios pibohuos nremxbeàs    
• eube èe akkvs `mpsvma `nni¶ apoysmoy bvk 
eèvk éa G `ngenea 
• ep;ae mmvoy throy ayvli `ntekafe akerforin 
`mpixlom nte <met¶ 
• àiten 
 
• Ephesus, Rome, Antioch and Alexandria * of Egypt the 
fourth sea 
• Your name was famed in all of them, O saint Julius, the 
helper from Akfahs 
• For you buried the bodies of the martyrs, their blessing 
came upon you up to the third generation 
• By the end of all, they took your head and you bore the 
crown of the martyrdom 
• Through… 
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Commentary 
 
This hymn is also published in the Book of Glorifications.79 The first stanza 
was dedicated to Julius of Rome.80 
 
ﻪﻌﻣ ﻦﻳﺬﻟﺍ ﺍﺪﻬﺸﻟﺍ ﺔﻴﻘﺒﻟ ﻡﺍﺩﺍ ﺎﻀﻳﺍﻭ 
“And also Adam for the martyrs who were with him” 
 
• àannié< `nagvn nem àanbasanos pxvros `nte ni¶ 
er*[fol. 46v]àypomonin ervoy  
• nayàoèàeè `mmvoy `nèe nioyrvoy nem niàygemvn 
eube fran mpXS 
• `mpoyxatotoy ebol;en <àypoymonh eymiéi eèen 
piran `nte paQS IHS 
• eube fai a f< erbohuin ervoy awnaàmoy ebol ;en 
noyàoèàeè throy 
• awsob< nvoy `nàanuronos nem àanxlom `natlom 
euroyeréai nemaw ;en tewmetoyro 
• àiten ni*[fol. 47r] 
 
• Great are the struggles and the tortures [that] the 
company of the martyrs *  endured 
• The kings and the rulers were compelling them because 
of the name of Christ 
• They did not cease (despair) but endured, fighting for 
my Lord Jesus 
• Therefore, God helped them, and saved them from all 
their distresses 
• He prepared thrones and imperishable crowns for them 
so that they rejoice with Him in His kingdom 
• Through the …* 
 
 
                                                 
79
  Atallah Arsenius AL-MUHARRAQI, pèvm nte nièin<voy eUY n<paruenos niaggelos 
niapostolos ni¶ nem nheuoyab [The book of the holy glorifications of the Virgin, the 
angels, the apostles, the martyrs and the saints] (Cairo, 1972), pp. 341-342. 
80
  Cf. Youhanna Nessim YOUSSEF, “Une relecture des glorifications coptes”. 
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Commentary 
 
The text here does not have any specific feature related to Julius of Akfahs; it 
could apply to any martyr. 
 
ﻴﺸﻋ ﻞﻴﳒﺍ ﺩﺮﻣﺔ  = “Response of the Gospel of the Vesper” 
• xere pinié< ;en ni¶ ioylios nem newéhri 
nigenneos  èe aykvs `nni¶ oyoà ays;ai `nnoy;isi 
nem noybasanos  
 
• Hail to the great among the martyrs Julius and his noble 
sons for they buried the martyrs and wrote their 
sufferings and their tortures 
 
Commentary 
 
Despite the shortness of this text, it contains the two most important elements 
in the life of Julius of Akfahs, that is, the burial of the martyrs and the writing 
of their acts. 
 
 ﺮﻛﺎﺑ ﻞﻴﳒﺍ ﺩﺮﻣ = “Response for the Gospel of the Matins” 
• uvoy< throy v nilaos `mmainoy<` nIHS pXS 
`ntentaio `mpai¶ oyoà piéviè `ngenneos  
 
• Assemble [you] all people who love God Jesus Christ in 
order to honour this martyr and the noble contender 
 
Commentary 
 
The text here does not have any specific feature related to Julius of Akfahs; it 
could apply to any martyr. However, it is important to note that the fact of 
“assemble all people” denotes a pilgrimage centre. 
 
ﺮﻛﺎﺑﻭ ﺔﻴﺸﻋ ﻥﻮﻧﺎﻗ = “Canon for the Prayers of Vespers and Matins” 
• v nisnhoy `noruodojos amvini throy `ntenàvs 
epXS piaidios `ndimiorgos péhri mf< alhuvs 
oyoà*[fol. 47r]  `ntenercalin nkalvs eube ptaio 
`mpiauloforos pièvri EUY ioylios  
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• O Orthodox brethren, come all in order to praise Christ, 
the everlasting Creator, the true * Son of God, and to 
sing well for the honour of the athlete, the holy mighty 
Julius  
 
Commentary 
 
This text puts the emphasis on the Orthodox brethren that will come to the 
‘church’. This could be an indicator that the church of Julius was later than 
the Council of Chalcedon. 
 
 ﺱﺍﺪﻘﻟﺍ ﻞﻴﳒﺍ ﺩﺮﻣ = “Response for the Gospel of the Eucharist” 
• marenàvs epXS pennoy< v niéhri `noruojos 
`ntentaio ;en oyuo `nrh< pi¶ ioylios  
 
• Let us praise Christ our God, O Orthodox sons, in order 
to honour in the same manner the martyr Julius  
 
Commentary: See above.  
 
2. Other Texts 
 
2.1. ‘The Antiphonarion’81 
 
cali hxos adam = “Psali tune Adam” 
• piagios iolos pi¶ etsvtp oyoà pibohuos `nuow 
piremkbeàs  
• awévpi `nrewsvtem `nsa pinomos awiri 
`nàanàbhoyi mparadojon 
• `mpewèvl mpXS eyqoèi82 `nsvw ayermastingion 
mmow ay;oubew ;en tshwi 
• aw< eàrhi eèvw `mpirvmi `mberi fheta pQS uamiow 
kata pewàikvn 
• piagios ioylos awerkloronomin `nniagauon 
`nepoyranion 
                                                 
81
  De Lacy O’LEARY, The Difnar of the Coptic Church, I, p.20. 
82
  Sic, read ewqoèi. 
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• awqi `mpixlom `nte <met¶ nem pewéhri `mmenrit 
nem pewson eysop 
•  nem F `mbvk `ntaw ayévpi `m¶ aywi `nnoyafhoyi 
;en rvs `n<shwi 
• ayèvk `mpoyéeméi kata foyvé `mf< èe nays;ai 
`nniagvn `nte nimartyros 
• eube fai a pXS s;e poyran euY nem fran poyQS 
;en tewmetoyro 
• maroyoynw `mmvoy `nèe nai¶ èe ayqi nnivé nte 
f< fivt 
• ayerkatafronin `mpaikoyèi `nshoy ayéaéni 
`mpivn; eumhn éa eneà 
• àiten nieyxh 
 
• The saint Julius the martyr and the helper was from 
Akfahs 
• He was listening to the law and did many wonderful acts 
• He did not deny Christ, but followed Him. He was 
flogged and killed by the sword 
• He donned the new man, whom the Lord created 
according to His image 
• The saint Julius inherited the heavenly good [things] 
• He received the crown of martyrdom together with his 
beloved son and his brother  
• And five hundred servants became martyrs; they were 
beheaded by the edge of the sword 
• They accomplished their service according to the will of 
God, by having written the struggles of the martyrs 
• Therefore, Christ wrote their holy names and the names 
of their master in His kingdom 
• Let these martyrs rejoice for they received the promises 
of God the Father 
• They disdain this short time and they won the life 
remaining forever 
• Through the prayers… 
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The book of the Order of the Church, according to the manuscript of the 
Coptic Patriarchate Cairo 73 Liturgy,83 mentions several hymns to Julius. We 
shall present them according to the edition of Samuel al-Suryānī.84 
 
2.2. ‘Doxology Batos for the Prayers of Vespers and Matins’ 
• a poysmoy `nte nhEUY èvk ebol eàrhi eèvk 
piagios ioylios pibohuos `nremkbeàs  
• èe ni;isi etakéopoy nem nimartyros EUY 
apoysmoy kvb eàrhi eèvk éa <maà G ngenea 
• ;en nai akerforin mpixlom `natlvm nte 
<metmartyros nem pekéhri nem pekson nem F 
mbvk ntak 
• oy paéai te nheuoyab <naéèotoy throy an seoé 
mfrh< `mpi;ems kata psaèi `nnigrafh  
• tvbà.. piauloforos m¶ nem nheunemaw ntewxa 
nennobi nan ebol 
 
• The blessings of the saints became manifest in you, saint 
Julius the helper, the man of Akfahs  
• Because of the pains you received with the holy martyrs, 
their blessing multiplied upon you until the third 
generation 
• Hence you carried the imperishable crown of 
martyrdom with your son and your brother and five 
hundred servants of yours 
• How numerous are the saints! I am unable to mention 
them all. They are as many as the ears of corn according 
to the word of the Scriptures 
• Pray, Julius the athlete and martyr and those who are 
with you in order that He forgive our sins. 
 
                                                 
83
  Marcus SIMAIKA and Yassa ‘ABD AL-MASIH, Catalogue of the Coptic and Arabic 
Manuscripts in the Coptic Museum, the Patriarchate, the Principal Churches of Cairo and 
Alexandria, and the Monasteries of Egypt, Cairo 1942, vol. II, fasc. 1,  num. 742, Lit. 73, p. 
339, “The first part of the ordo of the Church (Rubrics in Arabic). Contains the doxologies, 
canons hymns and the responses of the Gospels; Coptic. 198 folios; 23 lines, 24x14cm. 
Some folios restored. Dated on folio 193v, 22 Tubeh, AM 1160”. 
84
  S. AL-SURYANI, Kitab Tartib al-Bay,a, vol. I, pp. 83-88. 
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2.3. ‘Response for the Gospel’ 
• naévoy niulicis `nte niumhi wnanaàmoy `nèe pQS 
ebol `n;htoy throy pQS naareà `nnoykas throy 
oyai ebol `n;htoy `nnewlowlew AL  
 
• Many are the afflictions of the righteous, the Lord will 
deliver them out of them all. The Lord will guard their 
bones: not one of them will perish. Alleluia  
 
2.4. ‘Response for the Gospel of the Vesper Prayer’ 
• ioylios pimakarios v pinié< `mmartyros èe awkvs 
`mpsvma `nnimartyros aws;e noyprajis throy  
• `nuow nem newebiaik nem newéhri nem pewson 
ayéeméi `nnimartyros ayqismoy ebol `n;htoy 
throy 
• xere nak v ioylios pinié< `nrvmi ntelios èe 
akkvs `nniagios  oyoà akévpi nem nimartyros 
 
• The blessed Julius, the great martyr, he buried the bodies 
of the martyrs and wrote all their acts  
• He and his servants and his sons and his brothers served 
the martyrs and received their blessings  
• Hail to you Julius, the great perfect man, for you buried 
the saints and you became one of the martyrs 
 
2.5. ‘Glorification’ 
A hymn to be said during the Glorifications and the Eucharist 
• piàolè e<ekklhsia: piàloè plaos etsvoyn eros 
piàolè plymhn epai¶ piagios ioylios  
• <nakim `mpalas etèvèeb para oyon niben etàièen 
pikaài eurisaèi epektaio piagios ioylios 
• dayid poyro pimnodos tvnk amoy tenmh< `mfooy 
tekèv `mptaio `mpai¶ piagios ioylios 
• ;en oyka< nem oysofia naweràelpis eqipronia 
nem pioyèai nem <svthria ;aten pQS ;en 
pewaroysia 
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• ewvé ebol ewèv `mmos èe anok oyxristianos 
einaà< epAQS iHS PXS péhri `mf< alhuvs 
• tvbà...piauloforos `m¶ piagios ioylios nem 
nheunemaw `ntewxa 
 
• Beautiful is the Church, beautiful are the people who 
know him, beautiful is the icon of this martyr saint 
Julius  
• I will move my humble tongue speaking to convey to 
everyone on the earth about the honour of saint Julius 
• David, the psalmist and king, arises and comes in our 
midst today in order to tell of the honour of this martyr 
saint Julius 
• With understanding and wisdom, he was hoping to get 
providence, safety and salvation in front of the Lord in 
His presence 
• Crying and saying: I am a Christian, believing in my 
Lord Jesus Christ, the true Son of God 
• Pray... O athlete martyr saint Julius and those who were 
with him in order... 
 
Commentary 
In the book of Glorifications the first stanza reads as follows: 
 
piàolè pe <ekklhsia: piàloè plaos etuvoy< eros 
piàolè plymhn pe pai¶ piagios nim 
 
Beautiful is the Church, beautiful are the people who are 
assembled in her, beautiful is the icon of this martyr saint 
so and so.85 
 
The term “icon” has been rendered according to what was established by 
G. Godron.86 The invocation of David the Psalmist is recurrent in Coptic 
                                                 
85
  Atallah Arsenius AL-MUHARRAQI, pèvm nte nièin<voy eUY n<paruenos niaggelos 
niapostolos ni¶ nem nheuoyab [The book of the holy glorifications for the Virgin, the 
angels, the apostles, the martyrs and the saints], p. 173. 
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hymnology to introduce a quotation of a psalm, which is absent from this 
text. 
 
2.6. ‘Canon’ 
To be said for the Prayer of Vespers and Matins according to the tune of 
Paul. 
• tenermakarizin `mmok v piagios ioylios èe 
akéep;isi  `nàankolasis eèen fran nIHS pXS 
tenerxvreyin nem dayid èe wtaihoyt `mpemuo 
mpQS nèe fmoy nte nheuoyab ntaw  
• DOJA 
• KE NIN 
 
• We praise you, O saint Julius, for you underwent 
suffering and chastening for Christ’s sake. We sing with 
David: “Precious before the Lord is the death of His 
saints” 
• Glory 
• Now now  
 
Commentary 
The word Canon in Coptic tradition has more than one meaning. It means a 
type of hymn that should be recited by two choirs, which is the case here. It 
means also the “canon-law” or codified law governing a church; thus, there 
are the Apostolic Canons and the Ecclesiastical Canons of the Apostles. It 
also means a punishment as introduced by a spiritual father, which consists 
of further prayers or fasting. A canon also means a spiritual plan, especially 
for a monk. 
 
2.7. ‘The response for the Matins Gospel’ 
• ni¶ `nte pXS ayerprofhteyin eubhtw èe `nuow 
nem nheunemaw eyeévpi `nnimartyros  
                                                                                                         
86
  Gérard GODRON, “ ‘limhn’ ’Portrait’ ’image’ ”, BSAC 25 (1983), pp. 1-50; Youhanna 
Nessim YOUSSEF, “La terminologie de l’icône selon les livres liturgiques coptes”, Göttinger 
Miszellen 158 (1997), pp. 101-105. 
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• uvoy< throy v nilaos `mmainoy< IHS pXS 
`ntentaio `mpai¶ oyoà piéviè `ngenneos 
 
• The martyrs of Christ had prophesised for you that you 
and those who are with you would become martyrs  
• Assemble, loving Jesus Christ, all you people in order to 
honour this martyr and brave noble 
 
Commentary 
The first stanza reflects the beginning of the biography of Julius, whereas the 
second stanza is a very generic one, applicable to any martyr. 
 
2.8. ‘Response to the Gospel of the Liturgy’ 
• eube fai awsvtp mmok `nèe IHS pXS piagios 
ioylios eurekévpi naw `mmartyros marenàvs 
piXS pennoy< v niéhri `noruodojos ;en oyuo 
`nrh< pi¶ ioylios  
 
• Therefore, Jesus Christ chose you, O saint Julius, in 
order to become a martyr for Him. Let us praise Christ 
with the sons of orthodoxy in such a manner as the 
martyr Julius  
 
2.9. ‘Aspasmos’ 
• xere ioylios pimakarios fhetaws;ai `mpbios 
`nniagios  
• àanxlon naulvm 
• xere nak ioylios pinié< `m¶ xere piaulofos nem 
newsnhoy nem pewéhri 
• xere nak v pi¶ nte penQS iHS pXS xere 
piauloforos ioylios pi¶ 
 
• Hail to Julius the blessed (man), who wrote the 
biography of the Saints  
• Imperishable crowns 
• Hail to you, Julius the great Martyr; hail to the athlete 
and his brothers and his son 
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• Hail to you, O Martyr of our Lord Jesus Christ; hail to 
the athlete, Julius the Martyr 
 
Commentary 
Aspasmos hymn is a variable one, sung at the Prayer of the Kiss of Peace. 
The third stanza is taken from a manuscript preserved at Saint Antony’s 
Monastery Red Sea, which dates from 1377 AM (=1661AD). The fourth 
stanza is taken from the manuscript of Alexandria dated 1432AM (=1716 
AD). Both stanzas can apply to any martyr, whereas the first stanza from the 
Cairo Patriarchate stresses that Julius wrote the biographies of the martyrs. 
 
Conclusion II 
As we do not have the Coptic biography of Julius of Akfahs, we may 
consider that the liturgical texts are unique witnesses of his Coptic biography. 
Some stanzas are taken from the commemoration of other martyrs while 
others are specific to Julius. We notice the importance of the biblical 
quotations, especially from the Psalms, which are the meditation of the 
monks. These texts do not occur in printed editions of the liturgical texts as 
their use disappeared owing to the absence of a pilgrimage centre for this 
saint. 
 
*     *     * 
 
As a general conclusion, the liturgical texts published here show the 
evolution of the veneration accorded to the saints, as well as the need to write 
further texts for special events, such as the building of a church or the 
painting of an icon. The aforementioned evolution does not differ whether 
the work was done by a monk or by a martyr. 
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